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Praise for

Young Money

“This book is an amazing resource for those who are looking to get a

head start on creating a foundation of ﬁnancial literacy that will lead

to an even brighter future for themselves and their families!”

—Rennie Curran, author of

Free Agent

and professional athlete

“Mr. Yarnway has managed to break down the complexities of building

wealth into a step-by-step guide that is applicable to any investor.”

—Sean George, Executive Director and Partner, Berknell Financial Group

“This timeless book is a rite of passage for every millennial investor.”

—Bishop K. R. Woods, Chairman, Northern California District Council

“This book is as insightful as it is inspiring—a must-read for every

millennial looking to acquire wealth.”

—Abhinav Mathur, CEO, Hulaloop

“This book gives you the tools that should be taught in school. Grab

this book to empower yourself!”

—Jahvid Best, Olympic sprinter and professional football player

“One of the best ﬁnancial books I’ve read in a long time!”

—Donovan Carter, actor,

Ballers,

HBO

“Learning to be ﬁnancially healthy at an early age is one of the most crit-

ical things one can do. Dasarte Yarnway’s new book is a crucial primer

for millennials, and more than a few Gen Xers like myself, on how to

build a ﬁnancial present and future that’s stable and successful.”

—Lawrence Ross,

Los Angeles Times

bestselling author of

The Divine Nine

“I now know why Dasarte is so highly regarded in the ﬁnance world.

His knowledge combined with his prose makes a daunting idea such

as wealth accumulation achievable for all. I highly recommend this

book to all those in pursuit of achieving their ﬁnancial goals.”

—Jeff Johnson, Principal, JĲ Communications; BET host; and award-

winning journalist
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